Bloggers Review

Who can resist the adjustable, customizable, glow-in-the-dark racing system by
Skullduggery? I couldn't wait to see these Tracer Racers and the Inﬁnity Loop
Track Set in person! A er opening up each of the Max Traxxx remotes and se ng
the four AA's into place, I simply plugged the cars right into the cord on the top
and ﬂipped the switch to 'charge.' I love that the remote controls are the actual
chargers instead of needing to keep track of a separate cable or plug (which
would immediately get lost into the abyss of my house). We found there to be a
small learning curve when it comes to driving the RC cars but that sure didn't
mean that Li le Sister B was any less excited to race again and again and again
and again!
I was born to be a racecar driver but life took me in a diﬀerent direc on. Doesn’t
mean that love for racing has disappeared and now I get to share it with my kids.
The coolest thing in the world is being able to race not only in daylight but also in
the dark. Sure that is awesome on the dining room table but we cannot wait
un l the summer camping season starts. Se ng up the track at the campground
in the dark is going to be AWESOME! This is deﬁnitely going to keep the kids busy
for hours at a me…
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It’s cool enough that the Max Flex RC Tracks glow in the dark, the remote control
has variable speeds and it comes with a blazing red remote control car! But,
here’s the cool part. The glowing track also is ﬂexible! You read right! Why se le
for a stagnant, race car track when you can create your own twis ng and turning
track in a snap?
My kids and I have been having a lot of fun playing around with the Max Traxxx
Tracer Racers Remote Control Inﬁnity Loop from Skullduggery. My-eight-year olds
became good Max Traxxx Tracer Racers drivers very quickly. I was having as much
fun as my kids were playing with the Max Traxxx Tracer Racers Remote Control
Inﬁnity Loop. Be warned that compe ng against friends and family with these
toy cars that literally look like they are burning up the track can become very
addic ve! My family has spent hours racing against each other.
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Let’s talk about the glowing track. Because the cars have an undercarriage light it
makes the cars look like they are hovering but at the same me it also makes the
track underneath light up and glow. You can see the glowing streaks even when
the lights are on, but when the lights of the room go out things get crazy cool. I
was really impressed with this feature. It makes such an incredible look to the
whole toy. It really is a sight to see as you race. The trigger controller is excellent.
One charge will have you racing for a good long me. Charging each car is also
very quick.
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Not only is the Max Traxxx set cool and innova ve, this racing set has speed and
it also glows-in-the-dark! The cars are so fast that they do ﬂy oﬀ periodically at
full thro le. The kids can race along with the speed of 500 miles per hour! With
Light Trace Technology, it’s like se ng the track aﬂame! Once you ﬁgured how to
control the cars on the track you can have hours of fun and yes the cars can make
big jumps and land on the other side and keep going…pre y cool right!

The Max Traxxx R/C Inﬁnity Loop Track Set is probably one of the coolest gi s
we’ve ever given these boys. They’ve been playing with it all day long and they
are s ll having fun hours later!
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We found the Max Traxxx Tracer Racers Remote Control Inﬁnity Loop Track Set
was fairly simple to put together, the hardest part for us was ge ng the loop in
place. In a short me, we had everything charged up and ready to test out!
The kids immediately commented on the “awesome” size of this track. It is BIG
which we LOVE! The controllers were very easy to use, even for my youngest.
The speed of these cars is probably the part my kids enjoy the most…watching
their cars ﬂy through this track, over and over again.

